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Royal BC Museum

Board Chair’s Message and Accountability Statement
Government’s Letter of Expectations for 2014/15 directed us to showcase our treasures; develop a
long-term strategy for managing the collections and archives; drive revenue through innovations;
strengthen the museum’s digital infrastructure; and advance understanding of First Nations arts,
culture and languages. Our related goals are to create a unique Royal BC Museum; strengthen our
digital infrastructure; increase access to our collections and archives, while improving their long-term
care; and develop as a financially sustainable and progressive organization.
I am pleased to report on our accomplishments. During this period, we addressed government’s
priorities and specific direction while making substantial progress towards our goals. In cooperation
with Ministry Executive, we also worked to implement action items from the Taxpayer
Accountability Principles Addendum for 2014/15.
Because admission revenues supply a large part of our operating budget, attracting visitors is key to
our financial sustainability. This year we drew a record 790,000 visitors overall, the numbers boosted
by our outstanding exhibition Vikings: Lives Beyond the Legends. Confirming and promoting our
appeal, an independent, international travel reviewer voted us Canada’s top museum in 2014.
Showcasing BC’s collection, we loaned 25 of our Emily Carr works to an internationally acclaimed
exhibition in London, the first in the UK dedicated to BC’s iconic artist. In another first, our Tradition
in Felicities exhibition went to China to further support BC’s Asia Pacific Strategy. BC’s rich cultural
heritage was front and centre in June 2014 when we hosted the Annual General Meeting of the
Canadian Commission for UNESCO. Recognising the centenary of World War 1, rare film footage
was conserved and presented as part of the exhibition Answering the Call.
Partners are essential to our success, and we continued building partnerships at all levels of our
organization. We collaborated with the First Peoples’ Cultural Council to present the internationally
award winning exhibition Our Living Languages, celebrating the rich diversity of First Nations
languages in BC. In February 2015, we introduced our Learning Portal, an online tool for learners
and educators, developed with their input and partnered to produce the first Democracy in Action
youth conference. We engaged government about processing, preserving and providing access to
government archives. We launched new, more secure collections management systems for the
museum and archives, and started developing our integrated digital strategy.
We ended the year with a small surplus and a cautiously optimistic outlook, aware that revenues are
always subject to changing external factors. As we strive to maintain our aging facilities, we continue
working to secure funding from all levels of government, private sector partners and philanthropists to
develop a comprehensive business case to support our masterplan for the Royal BC Museum.
For its ongoing support, we are grateful to the provincial government as well as the Boards of the
Royal BC Museum Foundation and the Friends of the BC Archives, our funders, sponsors,
commercial partners, volunteers and associates. We also thank our many visitors for joining us on this
journey of discovery about British Columbia and its place in the world.
The Royal BC Museum 2014/15 Annual Service Plan Report compares the corporation’s actual
results to the expected results identified in the 2014/15 - 2016/17 Service Plan. I am accountable for
those results as reported.
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Purpose of the Organization
The Royal BC Museum was created under the Museum Act (2003) to:
 fulfil Government’s fiduciary role as a public trustee of specimens, artifacts, the archives of
government, and private archival records and other materials that illustrate the natural and
human history of British Columbia;
 communicate knowledge of British Columbia’s human and natural history through exhibitions,
research and programs; and
 hold collections for current and future generations of British Columbians.
The Royal BC Museum is an internationally renowned centre of learning and education, drawing
visitors from around the world. We serve all British Columbians through:
 collecting, conserving and keeping safe the Province’s historic treasures;
 providing facilities, research, exhibitions, programs and events on site;
 managing an online presence with information, interactive exhibitions and education
programs, including the Learning Portal, which supports the provincial curriculum;
 generating international interest in and respect for British Columbia, its peoples, systems and
environment through partnerships, collaborations and touring exhibits; and
 supporting an array of tourism-related jobs, businesses and revenues.

Strategic Direction and Context
Strategic Direction
Government’s 2014/15 Letter of Expectations directed us to ensure our priorities reflected a strong
economy, jobs and families, and to take the following specific actions:
 Continue to drive revenue through innovative business development strategies, including the
development of partnerships and implementing a sustainable fundraising program.
 Operate the business of the Corporation including preparing a long-term strategy for managing
the collections and archives.
 Provide periodic updates to government on the status of the comprehensive business case for
the Royal BC Museum’s proposed implementation of its site masterplan.
 Continue to research, expand upon and discover new knowledge about British Columbia’s
natural and human history.
 Advance understanding and raise awareness of First Nations arts, culture and languages in
British Columbia, and showcase British Columbia’s unique and important treasures from the
museum and archives;
 Explore strengthening the museum’s digital infrastructure, bringing together the museum’s
digital resources to promote the discovery, understanding and enjoyment of the collections.
Government’s Taxpayer Accountability Principles Addendum reinforces a cost-conscious, efficient
and accountable approach to doing business. It sets out our actions related to adopting and
communicating the principles, reviewing and making public our Code of Conduct, and establishing
regular meetings with Ministry executive.
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Strategic Context
Close to 40 per cent of our basic operating budget is funded by revenues from admissions and
memberships, philanthropic contributions, sponsorships and other sources of self-generated income.
A risk identified in the 2014/15 service plan was the safety of our collections. This year, two serious
water leaks damaged the museum building, though no objects from the collections sustained damage.
We have developed plans and costing to address the highest priority needs, and we continue to seek
assistance with funding from private and public sources to allow us to begin implementing our
masterplan for phased site renewal to protect BC’s collections. To end of fiscal, approximately $3.5
million has been raised through the Royal BC Museum Foundation towards implementing the
masterplan.
Another risk noted was the potential for rising costs to outstrip revenues, with our mitigation efforts
challenged by vacancies in several key positions. This year we filled vacancies on our executive and
development teams, which also helped to address our succession risk. We expanded our base of
community support through partnerships with other museums, institutions and community groups.
Market factors were identified as a third risk. Fortunately, 2014/15 saw an increase in the number of
tourists, particularly from the U.S., partly as a result of favourable currency exchange rates and a more
stable U.S. economy.

Report on Performance
In 2014/15, we addressed government’s priorities (jobs, families and the economy) and specific
direction, while making substantial progress towards our goals. In cooperation with Ministry
Executive, we also worked to implement action items from the Taxpayer Accountability Principles
Addendum for 2014/15.

Addressing Government’s Letter of Expectations
We continued to drive revenue by attracting more visitors, strengthening our fundraising capacity and
establishing partnerships that support our collection, research and exhibitions, while opening doors for
potential new revenues from touring exhibitions. We launched an online shop. By introducing new
collection management systems for the museum and the archives, we paved the way for further
revenues from reproduction rights.
We operated the business of the corporation, filling key vacancies on our executive and development
team, and earning a “best museum in Canada” designation from an independent international travel
reviewer. We worked towards an agreement with government which enables the processing,
preservation and public access to government archives. Our masterplan for site refinement addressed
the long-term strategy for managing and protecting the collections and archives.
We continued to research, expand on, discover and communicate new knowledge about BC’s natural
and human history through various media, including public talks, What’s inSight and Curious
Quarterly magazines, the TV series This Week in History and several notable books and research
articles published this year.
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We engaged First Nations communities in producing Our Living Languages, a multi-year exhibition
celebrating their rich diversity of languages, culture and art, and we continued to welcome First
Nations communities, individuals and organizations, as well as 500 Ministry of Health representatives
from across BC engaged in cultural awareness training.
We showcased BC’s treasures from the museum and archives in our galleries and exhibition halls and
on our website. We took Emily Carr works to the UK, and a museum-created exhibition to China,
both firsts. In China, the exhibition was seen by about 280,000 people. In London, more than a
million people viewed Carr’s works during the four-and-a-half-month-long exhibit, increasing BC’s
international profile and opening up opportunities for future growth. BC’s rich cultural heritage was
front and centre in June 2014 when we hosted the AGM of the Canadian Commission for UNESCO.
While working on developing an integrated digital strategy, we replaced our collections management
systems, launched our Learning Portal, an online tool for learners and educators developed with their
input, and launched new online exhibitions, including 100 Objects of Interest.

Addressing Taxpayer Accountability Principles
In cooperation with Ministry Executive, we also addressed action items from government’s Taxpayer
Accountability Principles Addendum. This work included adopting and communicating the principles,
reviewing and posting our standards of conduct on our website, and establishing regular meetings
between our executive and Ministry executive. Performance measures that demonstrate our
commitment to the Taxpayer Accountability Principles will be identified in consultation with ministry
staff and the Deputy Minister early in 2015/16.

Meeting our goals
We also advanced our goals and fulfilled our mandate through the following:
 Overall visitors to our physical site set a new record at 790,000. Our Wildlife Photographer of
the Year and Our Living Languages exhibitions matched or exceeded expectations, while paid
attendance (over and above membership visits) for Vikings: Lives Beyond the Legends was
237,953 visitors, 24 per cent above projections.
 We increased our fundraising capacity, appointing a specialist Head of Development to create
and oversee the next phase of our program with a strategic approach focused on major gifts.
 We increased our capacity for implementing our long-term strategy to manage the collections
and archives by filling key vacancies.
 We implemented new, more secure collections management systems for the museum and
archives, met our digitization targets for the year, and started developing an integrated digital
strategy to facilitate conservation, access and business opportunities.
 We developed productive new partnerships at all levels throughout the organization,
supporting research, collection management, exhibitions and increased tourism to BC.
 We welcomed more than 8,800 visitors on Family Day, with free admission supported by a
$40,000 grant from the Ministry of Community Sport and Cultural Development, and further
increased accessibility with “By Donation Week.”
 We improved volunteer recruitment, training, reporting and alignment with our strategic
learning plan based on our volunteer program review.
 We streamlined our entrance lobby to serve visitors better and more efficiently, and introduced
new way-finding signage and graphics.
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We continued to develop and report on our risk register and review our performance against
2014/15 Service Plan objectives at quarterly meetings with the Ministry.

Goals, Strategies, Measures and Targets
Our goals are inter-related and mutually supportive; together, they provide a strong foundation to
support our legislated mandate and government’s priorities. Work toward our goals helps us to:
 attract and engage more visitors on site and on line;
 deliver valuable education resources and learning programs and events;
 better preserve and manage the collections, while making them more accessible; and
 build revenues and support needed for our economic sustainability, while working towards site
improvements that will preserve BC’s collections as a lasting legacy for generations to come.
Our success supports government’s priorities by creating jobs, tourism revenues, an enhanced
reputation abroad for culture in our province, and enriched learning opportunities, especially for
families and school children.
Our ongoing efforts to refine the targeting and accuracy of our performance measures have resulted in
some adjustments to results and projections. Where these apply, they are noted in footnotes below the
performance measure tables.

Goal 1:

Create a Unique Royal BC Museum

Creating a unique BC museum and archives enables us to attract and engage more visitors, better
fulfilling our mandate to communicate knowledge of BC’s human and natural history. It results in
higher revenues from admissions, and helps us attract donors, sponsors and volunteers. This in turn
supports economic sustainability and government’s direction to showcase BC’s treasures.

Strategies
The following strategies were listed in our 2014/15 – 2016/17 Service Plan:
 Improve the quality of the main entrance and provide visitors with a first-class welcome.
 Building on our definitive collections, refresh our permanent galleries to make a visit to the
Museum more relevant and engaging.
 Maintain an active exhibition program, conducting periodic evaluations to determine visitor
interest and satisfaction.
 Build an intriguing, unique and challenging program of learning opportunities for all ages.
During 2014/15, these were refined to:
 Improve the quality of the museum’s main entrance.
 Provide visitors with a first-class welcome.
 Continue to build on our definitive collections to refresh the lower floor of the museum.
 Provide vibrant temporary exhibitions and refreshed permanent galleries.
These strategies support the cost-efficiency and service aspects of the Taxpayer Accountability
Principles, government direction to drive revenues and showcase our collections, and our legislated
mandate to serve as an educational institution.
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Performance Measure 1:

Visitor volume on site

Performance
Measure

2011/12
Actual

2012/13
Actual

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Target

2014/15
Actual

2015/16
Target

2016/17
Target

Visitor volume
on site, in
millions (M)1

0.46 M2

0.48 M2

Not
Measured(4)

0.47 M2

Not
Will not Will not
measured
be
be
0.0 M4 measured measured

Data Source: Finance & Procurement reporting systems. Data includes ticketed visitors to
the museum and IMAX, counted automatically by entrance systems. Data is tightly
controlled and reliable. Non-ticketed visitor numbers are recorded manually via registration
for events/courses and by head counts at events.
1
Measurement approaches and specific metrics in PM 1 were changed in 2014 after the
Royal BC Museum adopted a new methodology to forecast, measure and report more
meaningful targets with increased accuracy. Visitor volume was 650,000 in in FY 2013/14.
2
Actual figures for 2011/12 and 2012/13 reflect the old methodology. So too do targets for
2014/15. This metric will not be measured in 2015/16 and 2016/17.
4
We did not measure 2013/14 and 2014/15 results according to the old methodology, so no
number has been provided. A new methodology has been developed and presented in the
2015/16-2017/18 service plan.
Discussion
 Visitor volume is a key indicator of our success in providing a unique and appealing Royal BC Museum;
it also impacts our financial sustainability.
 Ticket prices have not increased, based on research that indicated price resistance would impact ticket
sales. The museum is made accessible to low-income British Columbians with events such as Admission
by Donation Week and the Ministry-supported Family Day, which welcomed 8,800 visitors in 2014/15.
 In 2014 we adopted a new measurement approach that more accurately reflects the numbers of people
coming through our doors. Previous years figure were adjusted in the 2015/16-2017/18 Service Plan and
will be reported on at that time.

Performance Measure 2:
Performance
Measure
Per cent of people
reporting
satisfaction with
their visit

Visitor satisfaction

2011/12
Actual

2012/13
Actual

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Target

2014/15
Actual

2015/16
Target

2016/17
Target

100%

90%

93%

92%

94%

93%

94%

Data Source: Marketing & Business Development records. Two comprehensive on-site
research studies produced outcomes that are consistent with these results.
Data is gathered in exit interviews to our physical site with a random sample of visitors,
and is reliable with 95% confidence, 19 times out of 20. Surveys are conducted monthly.
Discussion
 This provides a qualitative measure of our ability to provide an inviting and engaging environment – a
unique Royal BC Museum. It is also an indicator of our success at operating the business of a museum,
as per our mandate and government direction.
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Performance Measure 3:
story
Performance
Measure
Per cent of visitors
reporting an
increased
understanding of
the BC story1

Per cent of visitors reporting an increased understanding of the BC

2011/12
Actual

2012/13
Actual

84%2

80%2

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Target

2014/15
Actual

2
not
not
not
measured measured measured

2015/16
Target

2016/17
Target

will not
will not
be
be
measured measured

Data Source: Learning department records.
1
This performance measure has been discontinued since the 2014/15 Service Plan, changing to
“Attendance at learning programs and events”. Attendance is deemed a more meaningful measure
of progress toward our goal of being a unique Royal BC Museum.
2
Actual figures for 2011/12 and 2012/13 reflect the old methodology. Targets in 2015/16 and
2016/17 will not be measured. We measured 2013/14 results against attendance at learning
programs and events, reaching 82,695 people.
Discussion
 Our learning programs and events support our legislated mandate to educate people about BC’s natural
and human history.

Goal 2:

Strengthen our digital infrastructure and reputation

Our digital presence is the virtual face of the museum and archives, supporting our reputation and by
extension, that of British Columbia. It is a central access point to information, online exhibitions,
social media sites and, increasingly, to our collections, our experts, our educational programs and to
some of our commercial activities. This being the case, online visitor volume is a strong indicator of
our success in becoming a modern, accessible museum.
The first goal of digitization is preservation – ensuring fragile records, such as historic recordings and
films, are available for future generations. Digital information is accessible and searchable,
significantly extending reach and value to researchers worldwide. Digitization opens up commercial
opportunities such as sales of e-publications, photographs and posters, image rights, online
conferences and treasures from the Royal Museum Shop.
These efforts support the cost-efficiency and service aspects of the Taxpayer Accountability
Principles and our legislated mandate to serve as an educational institution.

Strategies
The following strategies were identified in our 2014/15 – 2016/17 Service Plan:
 Create an online Atlas of British Columbia as a single portal to our collections, research and
datasets.
 Create a single-source image bank of archival resources, to enable commercialization.
 Consolidate our various IT platforms and digital assets, to enable the long-term preservation of
our archival collections and improve accessibility.
During 2014/15, these were changed to:
 Assess the strengths and weaknesses of our existing digital infrastructure, and determine
prioritized opportunities for improvement.
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Create an online Atlas of British Columbia as a single portal to our collections, research and
datasets.
Improve our digital learning outputs to meet the needs of learners throughout BC.
Develop a digital communication strategy.

Performance Measure 4:
Performance
Measure

Online visitor
volume, in millions
(M)

Visitor volume online

2011/12
Actual

2012/13
Actual

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Target

2014/15
Actual

2015/16
Target

2016/17
Target

5.8 M
page
views

2.5 M
page
views

2.4 M
page
views

3.0 M
page
views

5.0 M1
page
views

3.25 M
page
views

3.5 M
page
views

0.48 M
web
visits

0.49 M
web
visits

0.81 M
web
visits

1.25 M
web
visits

1.2 M
web
visits

1.5 M
web
visits

1.75 M
web
visits

Data Source: New Archives & Digital Preservation records. The data is collected by our
website statistics, and is tightly controlled and reliable.
1
Starting in 2014/15, we are including page views for the collections and archives, giving
a truer representation of our digital presence. As a result, there is a significant increase in
page views compared with previous years. 2015/16 and 2016/17 targets shown above are
based on the 2014/15 Service Plan and have been revised in the 2015/16 Service Plan.
Discussion
 Visitor volume is a key indicator of online success and of our reputation as a modern, accessible
museum. It also shows the growing strength of our digital infrastructure. Additions in 2014/15 include
new collections management systems, the Learning Portal – the first module of the Atlas of British
Columbia – and online exhibitions like 100 Objects of Interest.
 The time and effort needed for us to digitize the more than seven million items in our collection would
be prohibitive, so, like other museums and archives around the world, we continue to look for synergies
with digitizing collaborators like the Google Cultural Institute, which is already a partner.

Goal 3:

To enable greater access to our collections and archives
while improving their long-term care

Central to our mandate is to fulfil government’s duty as public trustee of materials that illustrate the
natural history and human history of BC. These materials include specimens, artifacts, government
archives, private archival records, paintings and audio and visual records. We are responsible for
preserving, holding and providing access to these materials for current and future generations of
British Columbians.
Government’s direction in the Letter of Expectations was to prepare a long-term strategy for
managing the collections and archives.

Strategies
The following strategies were listed in our 2014/15 – 2016/17 Service Plan:
 To enable and encourage greater access to our collections and archives, both physically and
intellectually, while improving their long-term care and conservation.
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By 2014 we will have developed research, exhibition and publication plans for selected
specific collections and archives strengths, providing better search results for these collections.
By 2015 we will have advanced our warehouse rationalization project and by 2020 we will
have built a new BC Archive and Collections Centre that provides increased opportunities for
visitors and researchers from around the world to access material to inform and strengthen
their research.

During 2014/15, these were changed to:
 Manage the ongoing security of the Royal BC Museum’s artifacts, specimens and archives by
working to advance the masterplan developed in 2013.
 Develop a plan for a new public gallery and study centre for the Royal BC Museum’s unseen
Emily Carr works, including her writings.
 In close collaboration with the Ministry of Technology, Innovation and Citizens Services,
advance work on a solution to the backlog of government records that have not been deposited
in the BC Archives.
 Develop and publish the Museum’s Research Strategy.
These efforts support the cost-efficiency and service aspects of the Taxpayer Accountability
Principles and our legislated mandate to care for the collections and archives.
Performance Measure 5:
Performance
Measure
Collection Risk
Management Index
(CRMI) score1

Protection of Royal BC Museum collections

2011/12
Actual

2012/13
Actual

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Target

2014/15
Actual

2015/16
Target

2016/17
Target

84%

80%

82%

80%

80%

80%

80%

Data Source: Collections Care & Conservation records.
1
The Collections Risk Management Index (CRMI) measures progress on our Collections
Risk Mitigation Plan (CRMP), showing how much has been completed. The CRMP is
based on a collections risk assessment done every five years, next due in 2015. This
assessment follows the Canadian Museum of Nature’s Cultural Property Risk Analysis
Model methodology, which has become the international standard. Past initiatives have
included better labelling techniques, implementing a cold storage program for
deteriorating film, and installing fire suppression equipment in Helmcken House. Risk
mitigation will not be rated 100% until we have a new collections and research building to
address the major earthquake and flooding risks, and provide environmental conditions
that meet international standards.
Discussion
 We developed a masterplan for site renewal to meet international standards and enable us to preserve,
protect and provide access to the province’s human and natural history collections, especially those
items at highest risk. We continue to seek funding from all levels of government, private sector partners
and philanthropists to move our masterplan forward.

Goal 4:

Develop as a progressive organization

Taxpayer accountability principles promote efforts to support sustainable public policies and
programs as a lasting legacy for generations to come. Government direction is to drive revenue.
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Strategies
The following strategies were listed in our 2014/15 – 2016/17 Service Plan:
 Align skills and succession with our forward plan.
 Generate income via philanthropic investment, sponsorship, grants and increased strands of
self-generated income.
 Develop our international relations.
During 2014/15, these were changed to:
 Strengthen and diversify our funding base, to generate additional income and increase other
strands of self-generated income.
 Align our skills and succession with our forward plan.
 Strengthen and grow community support, including growing and enhancing the volunteer
program of the museum and archives.
 Strengthen international relationships, especially with emerging markets (e.g. China and
India).
Discussion of strategies without metrics-based performance measures.
Skills and succession
 In 2014/15, two appointments brought new strength and perspectives to our executive team –
Dr. Scott Cooper as Vice President of Exhibitions Innovation, and Peter Ord, as Vice President
of Archives, Collections & Knowledge. Former VP Gary Mitchell was appointed Provincial
Archivist Emeritus, honouring his long service and facilitating knowledge transfer.
 During the period we also filled 12 vacancies (over 10 per cent of regular positions) and
completed a review of all job descriptions in the museum.
International relationships
 Raising our reputation nationally and internationally attracts new audiences and increases
opportunities for collaboration, exchange and philanthropy. 2014/15 highlights include:
 First-ever showings of Emily Carr works from our collection in the UK, and a
museum-created exhibition, Tradition in Felicities, in China.
 Hosting UNESCO’s Canadian Commission AGM, drawing international attention to
BC’s rich natural and cultural heritage.
 We have developed significant relationships with major museums in China to support
research, collections and exhibition touring (a business development strategy). These
partnerships and collaborations demonstrate our growing international profile, providing
opportunities for future growth and development, and supporting government’s intention to
maximize the use of BC’s cultural assets to help drive tourism.
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Performance Measure 6:

Revenue earned from operations

Performance
Measure

2011/12
Actual

2012/13
Actual

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Target

2014/15
Actual

2015/16
Target

2016/17
Target

Revenue earned
from operations in
millions (M)1

$7.0 M

$7.0 M

$7.5 M

$7.5 M

$8.7 M2

$7.7 M

$7.9 M

Data Source: Finance & Procurement reporting systems.
1
Revenue from operations includes admission fees, memberships, lease and licensing
revenue.
2
Revenues were above projections because of the greater-than-anticipated success of the
Vikings exhibition. Wildlife Photographer of the Year was also above projections.
Discussion
 With a large part of our budget reliant on admissions revenues, a major focus is presenting exhibitions,
programs and events that will attract increasing numbers of visitors. At the same time, we are working to
build other revenue streams from our operations. These efforts are reflected under “Other Income” in the
financial statements, and include revenues such as donations, sponsorships, programs, leases, services
and sales.

Performance Measure 7: Community Support through volunteering, in-kind media,
donations (cash and in-kind) and grants
Performance
Measure

2011/12
Actual

2012/13
Actual

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Target

2014/15
Actual

2015/16
Target

2016/17
Target

Number of
volunteer hours1

40,000

37,305

36,0005

38,000

46,222

38,000

38,000

$0.35 M
in-kind

$0.23 M4
in-kind

$1.36 M
in-kind

$0.3 M
in-kind

$0.75 M
in-kind

$0.35 M
in-kind

$0.35 M
in-kind

$0.98 M
earned

$1.0 M
earned

$1.22 M
earned

$1.1 M
earned

$0.49 M6
earned

1.2 M
earned

1.2 M
earned

$1.04 M

$0.02 M4

$0.75 M

$0.75 M

$0.89 M

$0.85M

$0.85M

Value of media,
both in-kind and
earned, in millions
(M)2
Donations (cash
and securities) and
grants, in millions
(M)3

Data Source: 1 Human Resources & Volunteer Services records;
2
Marketing & Business Development records, measured by column inches of print
coverage, seconds of broadcast coverage and how much this would cost in advertising
dollars.
3
Finance & Procurement reporting systems.
4
Actual figures are $1.043 M and $0.016 M but rounded up for table consistency.
Columns may not sum due to rounding.
5
2013/14 hours reflect low staffing levels, with fewer staff available to manage
volunteers; targets reflect a reduced need for on-site school programs with the
implementation of the Learning Portal.
6
Earned media dropped by more than half between 13/14 and 14/15.These results point to
a need to review the established calculation process. This could result in lower
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projections, but will provide clarity and confidence about accuracy going forward.
Discussion
Most grants and donations of cash/securities for the museum flow through the Royal BC Museum Foundation,
and then enter the museum’s revenue stream as a contribution towards a particular purpose (e.g. a current or
future exhibition, or a planned capital project). Thus donations included in performance measure reports may not
be directly reflected in revenues for a specific year. Corporate sponsorships do not flow through the Foundation;
in 2014/15, these totalled $197,500, not including in-kind sponsorships.

Financial Report
Management Discussion and Analysis
The Royal BC Museum is committed to a strong financial foundation for the delivery of quality
museum and archival services. Financial sustainability is central to our stewardship role. To
effectively manage the variable and unpredictable nature of our revenue and philanthropic
contributions, we are working to diversify and increase revenue streams and we are exploring
innovative ways to engage donors, the provincial and federal governments, as well as the private
sector. These revenue streams take time to develop, and require both human and financial resources
to build.
Following is a summary of key financial results and variances for the 2014/15 fiscal year.
Revenues
The annual grant from the Province accounted for 58% of our total revenue (61% in 2013/14),
admission fees provided 25% (19% in 2013/14) and other income provided 17% (20% in 2013/14).
Admission fees fluctuate each year depending on the special exhibitions being hosted, the economic
climate and the weather. Primarily because of the success of the Vikings: Lives Beyond the Legends
exhibition, admission fees increased by $1.544 million over the prior year.
Other income includes grants, sponsorships, leases, rentals, royalties, and other income earned from
programs. Other income was $0.361 million lower than the prior year, primarily due to a reduced
requirement in the current year for grant funding from the Royal BC Museum Foundation, related to
the Royal BC Museum renewal project.
Expenditures
The Royal BC Museum’s expenses are essentially fixed, other than special exhibitions. We continue
to develop strategies to manage expenditures while maximizing programs in order to meet our
mandates in the most cost-effective manner.
Salaries and benefits increased by $0.300 million over the prior year ($0.454 million under budget)
due to an unusually low expense in 2013/14 caused by delays in filling vacant positions resulting from
a hiring freeze that was put in place in 2012/13 by government. During the year most of the positions
were filled.
Special exhibitions’ expenses vary each year depending on the number and timing of the exhibitions.
During the year, these expenses increased by $0.361 million over the prior year, ($0.133 million over
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budget), mainly caused by a portion of expenses related to the Gold Rush exhibition being expensed
in the current fiscal period.
Other operating costs includes a wide range of functions that impact all areas including: offsite
storage leases, insurance, travel, bank charges, information systems, marketing and communications,
general office supplies, professional services and the fair value of items donated to the collections.
These costs increased by $0.684 million over the prior year, ($1.171 million over budget), largely due
to various one-time project costs such as building upgrades and repairs, in addition to expenses
incurred related to the Royal BC Museum renewal project.

Financial Resource Summary Table
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Appendix A: Additional Information
Organizational Overview
The Royal BC Museum’s strategic priorities are supported by four organizational streams, each
responsible for a number of business areas.
 Archives, Collections and Knowledge
 Exhibitions Innovation
 Operations
 Finance and Business Development
Also see: http://royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/about/corporate-information/organizational-overview/

Governance
We are governed by a Board of Directors that is responsible to the Minister Responsible for the
implementation of government direction. The Board’s direction is implemented by management, who
carries out the day-to-day operations of the Corporation under the supervision of the Chief Executive
Officer. For more information on Corporate Governance, please refer to our web page at
http://royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/about/corporate-information/.
Board governance information on the Royal BC Museum’s websites includes all information required
by the Board Resourcing and Development Office’s board governance disclosure requirements as
listed in Section 3 of the Best Practice Guidelines Governance and Disclosure Guidelines for
Governing Boards of BC Public Sector Organizations.
Board of Directors
Susan Knott, Chair; David B. Adams; Daphne Corbett; Heidi E. Dale-Johnson; Garth M. Evans; Mark
Palmer-Edgecumbe; Terry Segarty; Angela Wesley; Raymond Protti
Board Committees
Finance and Audit; Governance, Nominating and Human Resources; Site Development
Senior Management
Professor Jack Lohman, CBE, Chief Executive Officer; Angela Williams, Chief Operating Officer
and Deputy CEO, Museum Operations; Dr Scott Cooper, Vice President, Exhibitions Innovation,
Melissa Sands, Executive Financial Officer; Peter Ord, Vice President, Archives, Collections and
Knowledge.
Also see: http://royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/about/corporate-information/governance/

Reports and Policy
See http://royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/about/corporate-information/reports-and-policy/
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